December 9, 2020
CTD, Raise Your Voice!

     >> Laura Perna: If anybody has tech issues or questions or anything like that, feel free to pipe up.  
     >> Laura Perna: Folks that just got into the room, we're running through some tech troubleshooting.  So please bear with us for a minute, and we'll get started hopefully pretty close to on time.  Kenneth, are you hearing me still?   
     >> Laura Perna: I see phone number 281 has a hand raised. 
     >> Laura Perna: All right.  I see phone number 281 has a hand raised.  Did you have a question?  You'll have to hit star 6.  
     >> This is Peggy.  I was trying to unmute to see if you could hear me.  This is Peggy Garrett.  
     >> Laura Perna: Hey, Peggy, yeah.  We can hear you great.  And my husband is here too.  We're both here, and I'm going to go back on mute.  I just wanted to make sure I could unmute.  
     >> Laura Perna: Okay, yep, thanks.  
     >> Peggy Garrett:  Thanks.  
     >> Laura Perna: Folks, we're trying to get Kenneth's audio working. 
     >> Kenneth Semien: Laura, can you hear me now?  I've gotten in on my iPhone.  Somehow my computer just would not work.  
     >> Laura Perna: Well, that's annoying.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yes.  
     >> Laura Perna: But I'm glad that you've got ‑‑ of all the available devices, you could put something together.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yes, it's necessary.  
     >> Laura Perna: Yeah.  That's the world we're in for now.  Well, it's 2:02, so why don't we go ahead and get going.  So I'll start with my intro.  Hello, everyone.  My name is Laura Perna, the communications director for the Coalition of Texans with Disabilities.  I'm going to give my audio description, and then a quick intro about kind of what this session will be like today if this is your first one.  So I'm a white woman with long, dark brown hair, a white polka dot button‑up shirt and a mustard sweater.  The Zoom functions that will be ‑‑ functions and features that we'll be using today include closed captioning, which you can toggle on and off.  If you're unsure how to do that or if you need to get some help adjusting the size of the font, you can just shoot us a note in the chat.  For that or any other tech issues, if you're unable to access the chat, you can also e‑mail us at info@txdisabilities.org, and we'll be keeping an eye on that as well.  We will be using breakouts today, as well as screen sharing and polls.  So just heads up, those are going to be coming up.  And we will be recording this session.  That reminds me, I need to resume the recording.  So if you need to go back and review anything from today, we'll try and get that posted in the next few days.  And again, any other tech issues or questions that come up, just shoot us a chat and we'll try and get it resolved as quickly as possible.  And with that, I'm going to pass it to our very tech‑savvy and otherwise awesome Board president Kenneth Semien to give us welcome comments and tell us a little bit about what the American Council of the Blind of Texas has coming up for 2021.  And a reminder to do your audio description.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Okay.  Thank you, Laura.  Hello, everyone.  And we welcome you today to Raise Your Voice!.  This is a very important session focusing on our upcoming legislative session.  And we want to ask you to tune in and actually join into the conversation that will take place later on.  I'm honored to be here with you today from the American Council of the Blind of Texas.  We focused on legislative priorities last evening.  I'd like to share our three top priorities in addition to things I know we'll be working in collaboration with the Coalition of Texans with Disabilities and Rev Up Texas.  We're going to be focusing on going back to what we did in 2019 during the last legislative session, getting access to the absentee ballot, for those of us who are blind and visually impaired or others that have to use an alternative format to cast their ballot.  We've been hoping for equal access to the absentee ballot.  It has not worked out as well as we hoped, even following through with a lawsuit.  We will work with Texas the best we can in 2021, and we're looking forward to the convening of the Texas legislator on January the 12th.  We'll focus on several programs, the older individuals who are blind, program for those who are 55 and above.  It's important that they have greater access to services that are not being currently provided.  So we're asking for expanded services.  We're also asking for expanded funding for this program in order to engage more counselors to join in to assist those who are 55 and above as they experience vision loss.  And so in addition to those things, we will definitely be focusing on things that matter to the majority of people in Texas who are blind and visually impaired and joining in with the Coalition of Texans with Disabilities to focus on things we can join in together to make something happen in 2021.  Thank you for your time.  I do want to tell you that I am a black man, very handsome, okay?  In case you can't see me.  Smile.  And I am wearing a gray shirt with stripes in burgundy.  And I have very short hair, very much cut low and everything.  And I think that's all I can say about me right now.  But as we move forward, if anyone has any questions, I'd be glad to speak to you.  Thank you.  And now I will turn it over to Chase Bearden.  
     >> Chase Bearden: Thanks, Kenneth.  Kenneth has been an amazing Board member and president.  CTD is run by the disability community, and our agendas are set by all of our members.  That being said, we've been around since 1978, and we're going to continue doing legislative work and moving forward even during this time of COVID.  And that's something we really wanted to get to today.  In all the years that I've worked for CTD, every other year we've spent six months in the capitol almost every day, day in, day out, working to make sure there's a presence for everyone, and that's to work in issues from transportation to voting to school and just living your life.  Our goal has always been to make sure everyone has access at the end of the day.  I think all of our priorities this session really do focus on access, be it like what Kenneth said in voting or transportation or education.  We will stay focused on that priority.  A big part of today is what we really wanted to focus on.  And we weren't sure we would know by this point when we started putting this together is how will we be advocating this session?  Typically, you know, we would have people come down to the capitol.  We'd make rounds.  That's not going to happen this go‑around.  It's going to be a fluid situation, and we'll spend time today talking about that, going through that.  And all kind of working together to figure out how we're going to advocate and be the most effective group as we move forward this session.  So with that being said, I want to open it up to Dennis, me, Jolene, and Jennifer, and we're going to kind of talk about rumors of what we've heard, what a typical session would typically look like for all of us, how the staff is going to move forward with trying to make sure we're able to communicate to everyone and keep everyone on the ball.  And basically then, you know, talk about how we plan on using Raise Your Voice! This platform, in a different way during the session to keep everyone connected and to help provide kind of an action every week for someone to do if they're looking to be that involved.  So I'm going to kick it off with Dennis, if he's on.  I'm supposed to do a description.  I'm sorry.  I forgot to do it.  And then I'll pass it over to you, Dennis.  My name is Chase Bearden, deputy director, white male, not as handsome as Kenneth, wearing a lumberjack green plaid shirt.  That kind of leads perfectly into Dennis, who spent his time representing all of us yesterday in a suit and sandals.  I think that was the best Facebook photo I'd seen in a long time.  Dennis, I'm going to turn it over to you and go from there.  
     >> Dennis Borel: Thanks, Chase.  I'm Dennis Borel with CTD, an Anglo male, got a lot of gray hair, gray hair, gray beard, gray eyeballs and black shirt.  I'm here in my office.  Yesterday I did testify at the Senate Health and Human Services committee meeting.  And it was, frankly, the first time I've been able to actually speak at an interim hearing.  They've all been written testimony up till now.  So I looked at this as somewhat of a dry run for what it might be like during this session.  And I have to say, I was pretty impressed.  They definitely ‑‑ in this case, it was invited testimony.  But there will be plenty of indication that there will be public testimony as well.  Through Zoom, through the same platform we're working now.  I was very glad to hear that because I think Zoom is a little more user friendly than some of the others.  And during the course of the hearing, they had about ‑‑ oh, I think they had about 12 witnesses that were lined up.  During that time, we could hear and see all the conversation between the witnesses and the committee members that were ahead of us and after us.  So there's always that thing in the hearing that you always benefit when you hear somebody ahead of you whom you witness and you might hear a legislator add a question or two.  And then when you come up, it's always clever to say, and Senator, that question you asked to the previous witness would be answered this way.  There would still be the possibility of doing that, and that's important.  It was interesting to note that this was a senate question hearing, and they had the Plexiglas dividers even between the senators who were on the podium.  And with the exception of the people who were speaking, they were wearing face masks.  They also had a badge that was on their shoulders that indicated they'd had a COVID test that day upon entering the capitol, so these are all indications of what may happen.  As far as I wondered how this experience is going to be.  Is it going to be different than a few feet away talking to them eyeball to eyeball.  It was different.  Yes it was.  But I have to say for the most part, the quality of the sound and the visual was good enough that you felt that you were actually speaking to them live, that it was ‑‑ you know, you were live.  They were hearing you live.  They were asking questions or commenting.  So you know, it all, in that sense, was the same.  It, of course, was, again, a little bit different because sometimes when you're live testimony in front of the committee, you can sort of see something a little out of the corner of your eye going on or something going on.  Or if there's some conversation in the back of the room between you and maybe Chase was in the back of the room and you'd be coming in to testify and you might be back there and Chase would be pointing out a few things to say, hey, listen, when you go up to testify, notice this.  That will be lost.  I'm afraid that will be lost.  Now, we don't know if this is going to continue throughout all the way through Memorial Day.  But I'd say the likelihood is at least well into the session we'll be doing testimony that way.  We also had an opportunity this week to have a Zoom meeting with the Chief of Staff of legislative legislator.  And that Chief of Staff was Zooming in from his own home.  So in a way I think this might actually work.  We're actually planning to Zoom in people from different parts of the state to speak with legislators and staff.  So I think we should be prepared to have more engagement.  And I think that the ‑‑ I think this is an important session.  I think that there's going to be a lot of stuff discussed.  The subjects of the hearing yesterday was what did we learn from COVID and how are we going to do things differently?  And there was stuff about healthcare.  There was stuff about visiting people in nursing homes.  There was stuff about the mental health impacts and what we should be doing.  So I think it's going to be an active dynamic session.  And that is my dog in my office.  With that, I'll mute myself.  
     >> Chase Bearden: So with that being said, Jolene, this is her first year working with CTD and our first session working as direct colleagues.  But Jolene has been working in the capitol and for other organizations for years and years.  What was a typical session for you like, for those that might not be familiar with what it's like to be in the capitol every day?  I know your experiences are the same as Dennis and I, but if you want to share that.  
     >> Jolene Sanders‑Foster: Sure.  I'm Jolene Sanders‑Foster.  I'm a white female, dark brown hair pulled up in a bun.  I'm wearing black‑rimmed glasses.  In the background is some random art, some things my kids have made and things I've picked up antiquing.  So just to, you know, I think it always starts with finding good shoes, getting a good pair of comfortable shoes because there is lots of walking.  I know there are some folks on here that I have also advocated alongside, and they can attest there's lots of time on your feet running from office to office.  Hearing room to hearing room.  Having scheduled visits, drop‑in visits.  Obviously, that's not going to look the same this session.  You know, with every session, we have things that we can anticipate like, you know, possible changes in committee membership.  We know right now that we will have a new speaker.  But the last few months have primarily been spent trying to get information, and it seems like just over the last week, there's been more, you know, kind of okay, now we really have to start planning for what session will look like.  So just some of the things that we've heard, like Dennis said, there will be the opportunity for virtual testimony.  We have also heard that if and when in‑person testimony starts, it looks like you'll have to register three to four days in advance and then within 24 hours of the hearing, get a COVID test and then get a code that you're negative to be able to enter the building.  They will be doing temperature screenings and things like that.  Some really interesting things that have come out just in the last week from some staffers that we've spoken with and committee clerks is they've said the one thing that will be different for them is that usually these things that they might find annoying like getting the same form e‑mail over and over and over again, they actually think that's going to be important, just being able to count those numbers, having people just register their position rather than testifying because they will be, you know, there will be fewer opportunities.  There will be fewer hearings, we've already heard.  But they did mention one thing that they said would be the most important in terms of influence on how their boss, that legislator might vote is really those one‑on‑one conversations with the office staff.  And so it was put a really interesting way by one of the staffers.  He said the more that you disrupt me, the more impactful you are.  So an e‑mail I can ignore.  A phone call, not so much because I've got to talk to you.  And if you're standing in front of me, I certainly can't turn away.  So that was really interesting, and he actually welcomed that disruption this session.  Also, I did just recently ‑‑ it popped up on one of our tracking platforms.  There was a conversation where the Chair of House Public Education had said that there would be fewer ‑‑ we'll see what this looks like.  There would be fewer hearings, maybe, you know, every other week.  But he was confident that they would be opening the capitol back up in late spring so people could be there in person.  But we don't know, right?  So I think like previous sessions where we had the ability to plan, much like the rest of 2020, we don't know.  We don't have the ability to plan that.  But today we're going to talk about, you know, like how can we continue to get engaged and to participate?  Because there is still that opportunity.  And maybe even more opportunity for some folks who may not be able to travel to the capitol, that was a barrier before but they were really passionate about some particular issue.  So we'll see how that goes.  Like I said today, we'll be talking about some different ways that we can still get engaged and maybe some creative solutions to still getting our voice heard there at the dome.  
     >> Laura Perna: So you had mentioned COVID testing.  Lisa just asked, will there be a cost for that?  We talked about this yesterday.  I was curious.  
     >> Jolene Sanders‑Foster: Yeah, so we actually don't know.  That was not clarified.  And we have a meeting with the staffer who had shared that information.  I had a meeting with that staffer.  We'll clarify that.  That would be something to consider is if it's going to be a cost to an individual, just one time may be a barrier.  But multiple times if you're wanting to go into the capitol and testify, that would be a barrier.  So clearly that would, you know, that would be a challenge for ‑‑ you would have only certain people who were able to do that.  That's something we're going to get clarification on.  As for now and immediate future, it's anticipated that everything will be remote.  
     >> Chase Bearden: And Jolene, here's something that's kind of going to be interesting in the way we all advocate is that typically CTD's advocacy team is meeting every day.  We're running into each other multiple times and are able to keep up with the changing rumor mill at the capitol or the ebb and flow of it.  Last night I was on a call late, and I was shared ‑‑ I'm going to share my screen.  They shared what they had been talking to legislators about on COVID restrictions.  I have a list.  I'm going to read through them for those of you who can't see the screen right now.  So the generic ‑‑ the Senate and House committees had taken some testimony on COVID recently.  Some of the things they came up with generic, they're going to have Plexiglas dividers on the dais to separate staff.  Staff usually sits behind the legislator during the committee meetings.  This time they're not going to allow.  They're going to have them out in the regular seating so that way they're not as tight up there.  There will be limited number of witnesses in the room at a time.  So I guess they're going to take advantage of some of the other rooms.  We were told that typically there are some empty rooms that you can sign out and have a group meeting there.  I believe they're going to keep those to where they can actually have people spread out and then bring them in and limit the number of witnesses in there at a time.  The auditorium that's usually for rent or you can access to host events will not be.  And they're going to distance as much of the overflow as they can.  So the House committee, they put together a committee to look over protocols.  They haven't come forward with much.  I was surprised when on the call last night they went over some of the stuff that the Senate actually had put out.  Some of the ones, I'll read through them, that kind of caught my attention was that basically on January 12th, each member can have one additional person on the Senate floor, one in the gallery, and all of them will be tested.  Members will not be allowed to transfer any of those day passes to any other member.  There will be shorter‑than‑usual ceremonies.  So usually when all the pomp and circumstance of the show starting, it's usually very packed.  It won't be this time.  January 13th, everyone may need to be tested again.  So they're going to bring in all the Senators and their staff.  The Senate will take off the week of January 18th.  And then when they come back, finance will start meeting January 25th.  So usually in a typical session, it's always slow at the start.  And then it picks up to a breakneck speed.  That being said, they also, for the remainder of January and then February, the Senate will meet late on Tuesdays and on the floor on Wednesdays.  They're already setting that up.  Beginning in the third week of February, the committees will start to meet on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, except for the finance committee, which will have their heavier load that they'll be working on.  So they'll meet more often.  Committees would be announced, by the way, on the Friday after the Rules are adopted.  For all of us, it's really important to know who is sitting on those committees so that we can start organizing and advocating to the right people.  No one will be allowed on the floor for resolutions, which is typically not the case.  Those who testify in person will be required to sign up online three days in advance.  They'll need that test done in 24 hours so they can show the QR code.  The interesting thing I found out last night is they are going to have testing that can be done at the capitol.  It will be done by the National Guard, and they can test about a dozen people per hour.  And those results take up to another hour to be processed.  And then you'll be able to come inside.  Media is going to be greatly suppressed in the amount of access they typically have.  There won't be any big lobby days like there typically is.  Staff will stay in the audience.  Senators expect there to be a lot fewer bills on the Senate side.  That may not be the case on the House side because they have more people who can kind of take up the workload, but from the rumors we're hearing is that the Senate is going to have a substantially less amount of bills that they push through the system.  Every ten years we go through redistricting.  And that in itself in a typical session can take up all the oxygen in the room.  It's a very conflicted event for both sides.  They are trying to gain, I guess you could say, an advantage of the other during this.  And it will be set for the next ten years on how voting will be done in these areas.  So it gets contentious and take a lot of time.  That being said, during COVID, if they're also going through that process, that could really put the brakes on everything moving.  That being said, there is talk that the feds won't be sending those numbers until July.  And if that's the case, it would be great for all of us because that means that that portion of the session will have to be brought back in another session right after, which will clear out that six months for us to work on our advocacy and probably give us better opportunity to address a lot of the issues we want.  The other issues that I had heard was it would be very limited to have any kind of direct action with senators and reps.  Virtual ledge briefings are going to be very big.  That might be something as a group we all decide what are the big issues and we do a one‑hour virtual briefing for as many of the legislative aides we can get so they know all the issues.  They also suggested in letter writing, that we get as many people, even though we might help write a script, that they actually make adjustments to it when they send it in and just get as many variations of the letter going to them because that's how they're going to be counting what they decide to do.  It's going to be calls, letters, e‑mails and I think more specifically, letters and calls with direct discussion or Zoom meetings back and forth.  And then our goal is also to work on call scripts to let people know how to go forth.  I'll turn it over to Jen.  Have you heard anything specific that you want to share?  
     >> Jennifer Toon: My name is Jennifer Toon, mental health policy fellow.  I am a white woman with short brown hair and black glasses.  In the background is a framed picture of Taylor Swift. .  So Jolene pretty much covered everything that we've been hearing.  What I really want to say in this space right now is that, you know, I feel like it can be really overwhelming right now, especially for self‑advocates to understand all the rules and technicalities and all the changes that are happening because they seem to happen very quickly.  It seemed like just last week or two weeks ago we had no clue about how any of this would look and suddenly we begin to hear things very quickly.  That changes very quickly.  But as frustrating as it can be, I want us all to understand how important it is that we stay connected and network with one another and really pass on whatever rumor or whatever little tidbit and not feel ‑‑ I think for myself, sometimes I feel a little not overwhelmed but a little intimidated like well, maybe I should know this or shouldn't ask this.  But I definitely encourage everyone on the call that they reach out to somebody to ask those questions.  Those were great questions earlier like who's going to cover the cost of all this testing?  Because that definitely would be a barrier.  But what I do find exciting, which I try to see the silver lining in all of this, is that there is a huge opportunity for more engagement and for more testimony.  A lot of the self‑advocates that I'm trying to round up and encourage to be part of this process, you know, they're all over the state.  I mean, technology has a way of bringing in people and testimony that absolutely would have had no way to come to Austin and to be able to provide testimony.  But we want to make sure technology isn't a barrier.  Any time we feel people who want to advocate, they don't have the resources, we need to be able to provide them with some type of direction to have the resources for technology to not be a barrier to them.  But we're learning together, that is definitely for sure.  
     >> Chase Bearden: And Jen, with that being said, you know, some of the things, the tools that we want to give y'all and we want to keep available is when the session starts January 12th, pulling that out of my head if I'm remembering correctly, is that we want to start hosting still these more moving these to a weekly ‑‑ kind of like what we're doing right now.  But it wouldn't be on just one issue.  It's going to be more of us coming together and getting everyone on and saying here's what's going on this week.  Here's what we think is going to happen next week.  If any of these issues we're working on are something that you really want to work on and are interested in, here's the action items that we need taken care of right now.  And we want to be able to give y'all all the tools and make it as easy as possible.  And also just be a hub when we hear changes of a legislator, that's not working.  We need to go this route.  Or even if you hear that on a call, Jen's right.  A lot of times even doing this for a decade or more, there's times when someone will say, hey, I ran into this issue, and this is what they told me.  And it's totally what we don't usually do but it worked really well.  So I think this session is going to be like that.  There's going to be a lot of changes and a need for flexibility and we really want to work with y'all on that and hopefully we can all come together and make this happen.  At the end of this today, we're going to stay on if any of y'all want and actually do a quick training on how to use Texas legislature online so you can know the basics for what bills are coming up, what's out there, who your legislator is, and gain any information that you might need in research and finding out what all is going on.  But for now, I'm going to turn it over to Laura, and we're going to go into a breakout session.  And then move on from there.  
     >> Laura Perna: All right.  Thanks.  So yeah, kind of what we wanted to do next was send y'all into breakouts and have y'all talk about after, you know, we've sort of run through all of the rumors and what we know is going to happen and what we're still not sure about, what are some strategies that individual advocates can use to ensure that our voices are heard this session, regardless of how it winds up playing out?  And then the second part to that question is, what can CTD do to support you in those strategies?  So we're going to put y'all into groups of about three or four to just kind of chew through that question together.  Chew through that question together?  Chew on that question together maybe?  Everyone will be going into breakouts automatically.  You won't have to hit any buttons or do anything.  Once you get into your room, maybe do a quick sound check to make sure that everybody's mic is on.  And do be aware that some folks are connecting from devices that don't have a mic, so keep an eye on the chat for correspondence from them.  If you are so compelled to give your audio description, please do that.  It is encouraged.  And make sure that you're not doing all the talking in your breakout rooms.  We've got about ten minutes, so if you've been in there and you see the countdown timer and there are two or three minutes left and you're the only one that's been talking, maybe pass the mic to someone else.  And there is a call for help button if you do need any assistance from us.  So I am just going to ‑‑ people are coming in and out of rooms, people are coming in and out of the rooms.  I'm trying to keep an eye on the rooms to make sure that everybody has folks to talk to.  With that, I will go ahead and open up the breakout rooms.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Hello.  This is Kenneth Semien. 
     >> Hello, this is Gwenda Taggart.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Hello.  Anybody else here?  Wow.  Interesting.  Hey, this is Kenneth.  I'm legally blind, and can you see me?  
     >> Gwenda:  Yes, sir.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: If someone was here who was blind, I wanted to describe myself.  But did you want to give a description of yourself?  
     >> Sure.  I'm an older white woman.  I have blonde hair.  I have a white sure with little Christmas trees on it.  I'm in my study in my home.  I've got wood shelves behind me.  They're dark wood.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Very good.  Very good.  So what are your thoughts about so far what is going on about the session and how it may look and things like that. 
     >> I have a son who has a disability, was in a car accident and has a traumatic brain injury.  He lives at home with me.  He doesn't work.  He's got short‑term memory problems.  We have gone to the capitol on the capitol day with Special Olympics, and we have gone around and taken information to the different legislators and talked to several of them.  Most of the time we leave the packets with the people in the offices.  So I've really not gone past that.  I am interested in writing the letters, finding out who the legislators are in the community.  I'm in San Antonio.  Getting my son also to do some of this.  He would be his own advocate.  So I think that's important, too, that it comes from him, not just from the parent of a person with a disability.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yes.  And I'm always so happy to hear when parents are really getting involved and empowering their child and encouraging them to participate in the process any way they can.  It's a good thing to help those, like Chase said earlier, helping people by simply giving them something to use in writing, to start off with as far as a note or even a draft letter that they could perfect or something like that.  They could be a participant in developing a letter.  That would be great.  
     >> That would be very helpful because we don't really know even where to get started.  As we learn more, we could probably do more.  At least that would be a way to get started. 
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yes.  Has anybody else joined us?  Do you know?  
     >> Has what?  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Has anyone else joined in this room that you know of?  
     >> There's a person that says captioner‑Kari.  Okay.  I guess it's just you and me.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yes, okay.  That's good in one way.  So the thing about it is I'm the chairman of our advocacy committee for the American Council of the Blind of Texas, so we're really trying to make sure things are simplified for things people have never done.  I was there one year in the past where I didn't even know what to say to even make a phone call to a legislator.  And so to simplify it and keep it as a one liner, just simply say, okay, I know about this bill, HB‑3554 having to do with equal access to voting for people who are blind or visually impaired and those with other physical limitations, and I ask that you vote in favor of HB 3554 had.  They want to know who you are, are you truly a constituent of theirs, and I'm always prepared to give that information.  The staff will make a note of it and find out all the details went onto the legislator.  Most of the time their staff lead, the lead person is really doing most of the work because the legislator can't do it all, for sure.  So this will be interesting this coming year.  I know people who we simplify things for and one lady is participating today.  In the past she would not have done it.  But she said, wow, I did it, and they responded to me.  I sent an e‑mail and they responded to me.  Once you get excited about them acknowledging your call or e‑mail, or even your visit if you're able to do that, it makes a huge difference.  Being at the capitol, I think this is a good thing for us to do things virtually.  And it will be unique and different, but we've had to do that a lot this year.  At the capitol last year when I was there, we received more information being there in person than we did by phone or e‑mail.  Some things we needed to hear while we were there.  And there was a deadline to get language submitted for a bill.  And we were there like two weeks before that.  And if we would not have been there, we would not have remembered that or known that date, you know.  So many things you learn while you're there.  
     >> Well, that's true.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yeah.  
     >> Gwenda:  It's true.  It's very hard to get around there as far as getting lost.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yes, yes.  
     >> Gwenda:  But I will tell you that everybody we asked standing in the hallway, almost every one of them were very polite, very eager to help, you know, showed us the right direction, and things like that.  But when you're working with a bunch of people with intellectual disabilities, it's kind of hard.  They get turned around.  All the hallways are the same.  We had people help kind of keep them in the right direction.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Yes.  So that is ‑‑ yeah, and it's a great experience for them to even go through that initially.  I went with a group of just people from various walks of life with different disabilities when CTD had an advocacy day at the capitol.  I'm legally blind, so one of the guys with intellectual disability allowed me to hold on to his arm as we walked around.  So we kind of assisted each other when we got in the office and somebody needed to start off talking and say why we're here.  We all went into different offices with a topic we needed to bring up.  It was preplanned, and that was always a good thing.  When you're first doing it, you get this nervous feeling, oh, they're not going to hear me or I can't do this.  It's always good to have somebody there that's been there before.  
     >> I thought it was interesting last time my son called it work, and one of the offices with some of the aides, and he did filing and stuff like that.  At least he got to tell his story.  They were very impressed with him because he talks pretty well.  He does speeches and everything.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: Very good.  
     >> Real win/win situation, one on one with the legislature.  I think that's where it starts and grows from there.  
     >> Kenneth Semien: And it's so important.  I tell people when we go to advocate, we're educating them in a lot of ways.  They don't know about our needs or limitations.  So many times they told us, you know what?  I never heard of that before.  So some people, when they ask a legislator for something and they don't respond, they get upset.  I tell people, when we advocate, we're actually educating, so we need to be calm and make sure we talk to them like a friend you would be talking to and just tell them in the best way you can what matters to you and why.  And how many people does it affect with that particular issue?  They want to know that, too.  It's more than just focusing on our own issue.  But when we go as a group, that's why we like collaborating with other groups that we are fighting for the same access or equal right.  Then we get ‑‑ we're heard better, I would say.  So great process.  I'm glad we are able to participate in the process.  And there are so many people that fear doing it.  They just back off.  Some don't feel like they're capable.  Fear holds us back at times.  I'm one that I really like to be behind the scenes but I'm always shoved out front because I feel there's a need for somebody to speak up about certain issues or a change won't come.  We have to do what we have to do.  I just press forward.  There's a book I read, "Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway. " And it was very inspiring when I went to the national capitol for the first time and thought I would have a sighted guide.  They didn't have enough volunteers.  I had to learn and find the way.  I quoted different things to lead me on.  I was not going to come back to Texas and say I couldn't do it because I didn't have a guide.  I had to do it.  Once I started moving around, everybody was so nice to help me when they saw I was feeling all the doorways to find if I was at the correct room number.  Sir, do you need some help?  Everybody was so nice.  Once I got to moving, I couldn't operate the elevator without seeing.  Back then they didn't have anything in braille on the elevator.  So I asked for a flight of stairs was.  Once I learned that, I knew I needed to go up or down for the first, second, or third or whatever and I just did that.  After a while, I was excited.  I was getting through my visits and I'm almost done.  I can go back down and say I'm glad I pushed forward beyond the fear.  I felt, I can't do this, you know?  I started saying things like where there's a will, there's a way and everything I could think about to keep moving forward.  They never knew how much fear I felt inside.  So yeah.  It's just a good thing to become better educated about how the process works. 
     >> And I think that's part of it is to realize that everybody is the same in one way.  We've all got our fears.  It might be a little different from one to the other.  But we're all kind of ‑‑ December 9, 2020 
     >> Laura Perna: All right.  I think we're all back.  Chase, did you want to do the debrief?  
     >> Chase Bearden: If you would, I've just got to send a quick ‑‑ 
     >> Laura Perna: Sure.  We just kind of wanted to see in the chat what y'all talked about.  What are some things that we can all prepare to do or think about doing to set ourselves up for something that looks like success in 2021.  And then if there's anything CTD can do to support those strategies, include that as well.  And as usual, if you're unable to access the chat to share this, we'll be sending out a wrapup survey where you can input that info as well.  So I'll just give y'all a minute to include all of your highlights.  And while y'all are doing that, Chase, I'm going to just divide your attention.  Are you able to share the notes that you had on the screen earlier?  Is that possible?  
     >> Chase Bearden: I sent you in that ‑‑ on the Google Drive, I think I sent you a copy.  
     >> Laura Perna: Yeah.  Somebody else ‑‑ let's see.  Lisa was asking if she could have a copy.  So is that something that we can share broadly?  
     >> Chase Bearden: Oh, yeah, definitely.  Go ahead.  Sorry, misunderstood.  
     >> Laura Perna: No problem.  I'll send that out with the followup e‑mail as well.  
     >> Chase Bearden: For those of you after we do this portion, if you've never used Texas legislature online, we'll do a quick run‑through if any of you are interested.  
     >> Okay, that's good.  
     >> Laura Perna: 
     >> Laura Perna: Gwenda, you mentioned form letters.  Can you be more specific?  
     >> When it's time to start writing to the legislators, form letters, we've never done that before.  We could get form letters and adapt it to whatever disability or issue is important to us, then we could write.  
     >> Laura Perna: Sure, yeah.  
     >> Chase Bearden: You know, in the past, we used to do actually a lot of that where we would write kind of the nuts and bolts of it and send you a link, and you would be able to basically fill out your information and then put in your address, and that would actually target your specific rep and senator based off of where you live.  Makes it a little easier to that way you have the basics and you add your personal story to it and change the subject line, which makes a big difference. 
     >> Yes, that's what I'm referring to.  Thank you.  
     >> Laura Perna: Yeah, we'll definitely be doing those.  
     >> Chase Bearden: The one thing, you know, I remember senator Zaffirini, one we've worked with for years, an amazing senator, she was telling us they get a lot of form letters, a lot of typed letters.  But she got a batch of 20 or 30 that were all handwritten.  And they came in a big envelope, but they were all handwritten.  And she took the time because they were all handwritten and read through them.  At the bottom it had everyone's name and signature on each page and voter verification number, registration number.  She got to one of them and at the end of it, she realized where all these had been coming from.  Her mother had organized the whole thing and sent what she thought to her daughter, Senator Z, and she said that was actually one of the more impactful bunches of messages she had gotten because everyone is so used to using e‑mail, and it's kind of impersonal.  She said they were very good about making sure it's legible, which is not a strong point of everyone these days because we don't write as much.  They said that was very impactful.  
     >> Laura Perna: Kind of on that note, I'm going to go ahead and launch our one poll if y'all are ready.  Sort of along those lines, you know, looking ahead to what CTD is doing in 2021 and what we can provide, are there any topics you would like for us to cover in our kind of ongoing weekly Raise Your Voice! Discussions?  And what I've got in the options are basic advocacy, advocacy 101, writing testimony and comments kind of like we did I don't know how many of these ago, sort of writing testimony together to kind of help us get through that process.  Next option, just whatever is current that week, so staying on top of all the developments or something else.  
     >> Julie:  This is Julie I wanted to say that when we were talking in our group, I thought about past issues that we've not been successful on that maybe we could win on doing it virtually.  And then I thought about the attendant wage campaign.  We could never get the attendants to take off work to drive down there to speak to the representatives.  But if we did it virtually, we might win.  So I thought, well, let's look at all the thing that is maybe we weren't successful at and see how we can do them differently this time.  We might gain some things that weren't even on our list because, you know, the list is ever growing.  But I think if we had done some things differently, we would have had a different outcome.  So let's kind of rethink some of our past ‑‑ I hate to say the word failure.  They weren't failure.  Some of our past obstacles.  
     >> Dennis Borel: I would say, Julie, I think you're exactly right.  In general what I would say is we should not back off from any of our goals in public policy just because there's a pandemic out there and it may be a different way of advocating.  In fact, we should keep all our goals.  And I can tell you the example you cited, the attendant wage issue, it remains very close to the top of our goals.  If anything, sometimes you learn things in a pandemic that might strengthen your case, as the issue Julie brought up, the attendant wages.  You know, if anything, there's a strong understanding right now that for people who have underlying medical conditions to be able to be supported to stay in their own home.  It's one heck of a lot safer than having them go into a congregate setting or having them be unhealthy and end up in the hospital as a nonCOVID patient.  We should look at leveraging the pandemic, not letting it push us down, but leveraging it into keeping all our goals and then some.  
     >> Chase Bearden: Dennis, you know, you're right in that the disability community is a very adaptive group.  We kind of have to be.  And I think that comes to our benefit this session.  There was, you know, talk at the beginning that typical groups that want something passed usually hire a very expensive lobby team.  You have two different types of lobbyists, the social lobbyists and those doing a lot of the heavy lifting in the background, you know, writing up bills, writing up all the research.  And it depends on who you hire.  But this session, a lot of those lobbyists that were working for some of these other groups or on different issues, if they can't go in and buy lunch for the whole staff of a legislative office every day, which is a typical day for them, and then that gets them their foot in the door to have discussions, you know, that's where we all have had to kind of fight for so many years and know how to do it the grassroots way.  We may actually have an advantage over some of them.  So no matter what the situation is, we're all going to figure out how to navigate it together.  With that, with that, Dennis, I'll let you go through our sponsors.  And anyone who wants to stay on, work through the TLO process. 
     >> Dennis Borel: Thanks, Chase.  So this has been a ‑‑ this is, I think, our 12th one of these.  All of them have been at no charge to our participants on these calls.  And the reason why is somebody else is picking up the tab and the expenses for this.  And we want to let you know who those somebody else's are.  I guess you might recognize a few of these names.  I hope you do.  So our sponsors on our silver level, our entry sponsors, Surterra Texas.  Bristol‑Myers Squibb.  Molina Healthcare, MCNA, CareSource, Shield Healthcare and Amerigroup.  On the gold level, CDS in Texas and Pharma.  On the diamond level, AstraZeneca, Amgen and Dentaquest.  UnitedHealthcare and Superior HealthPlan.  And these are the people who picked up the tab, as I say, paid the bill for all of this, to allow CTD to bring this free.  And we're going to be, by the way, hitting up every single one of those guys so we can keep doing it for free during the legislative session.  I will just ask Laura if there's any other things you want to close with?  We may not have anything else on the calendar for this year, but I'll defer to Laura on that.  
     >> Laura Perna: We do not.  The only thing I'm going to share in the chat is the feedback survey for today.  This is where you can tell us if you have any feedback on how these sessions have gone, what you would like to see done differently.  Just so far, it seems to be consensus that time in the breakout rooms, time interacting with each other is quite popular.  So we're definitely going to keep that as we move forward into Raise Your Voice! During 2021.  But with this survey, we also wanted to use it to give you a spot to give us your poll results or breakout room highlights if you weren't able to put those in the chat or participate in the poll.  And the last thing I'll say is keep an eye out for a followup e‑mail which will have as much as I can share from today.  So the notes, the survey.  It will take me a little while to get the recording together, but that will be coming along soon.  There are also a lot of other groups kind of having these conversations.  I know the Texas Tribune is doing a week‑long daily presentation on, you know, what is the legislature going to look like?  So I encourage y'all to attend as many of those as you can and bring back some good tidbits for us to steal.  
     >> Jolene Sanders‑Foster: I have a quick question.  This came up in our breakout room is if we want to receive notices of upcoming Raise Your Voice! Sessions, what's the best way to do that?  
     >> Laura Perna: Let's see.  If you have registered already, then you're kind of on our Raise Your Voice! List.  And we'll also be sending out notifications to our newsletter list once we kind of get things under way.  Yeah.  So one of those.  Or you can e‑mail me and just be, like, hey, I really need to know what's going on.  
     >> Chase Bearden: I think ‑‑ 
     >> Jolene Sanders‑Foster: Social media, correct?  
     >> Laura Perna: Yeah, our Facebook and Twitter pages will also always put out the next Raise Your Voice! Session and registration link there.  
     >> Chase Bearden: And as we're getting closer to Session, we'll start putting out different materials in making sure that those have joined these will get access to that.  And just middle of January is probably about the time, maybe a little bit later, that we'll start picking up and start doing these more consistently because that's right about the time Session is starting.  But if we see things are playing out differently and we want to get people ready ahead of time or even, you know, we'll definitely reach out sooner than that to let people know.  But I would say, you know, beginning to mid-January, start watching for these.  And that way we'll know for sure what's going on by that point and we'll all be ready to dig in.  And for any of y'all that want to stay on, we'll jump into TLO, and if it's something you're not interested in, feel free to hop off, and thank y'all.  
     >> Thank you.  
     >> Laura Perna: I'll also just mention, Kari, the captioner, I know we only have you till 3:00, so if you need to jump off, I'll just turn the auto captions on. 

